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Probe new physics at the nuclear energy scale

Frontiers in physics
Testing fundamental symmetries
and interactions.

Low-energy probes
Requiring accurate nuclear matrix elements
(NMEs)
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What’s ab initio (microscopic) approach to atomic nuclei?

The long-standing goal (tenet) in nuclear physics: Do the same nuclear forces
that explain free-space scattering experiments also explain the properties of finite
nuclei and nuclear matter when applied in nuclear many-body theory?
Definition of ab initio theory in nuclear physics: vary with persons

1 We interpret the ab initio method as a systematically improvable approach employing
Lagrangians, Hamiltonians, or energy density functionals derived from the Standard
Model according to the principles of EFT. A. Ekström et al., Front. Phys. 11, 1129094 (2023)

2 A true ab initio theory should define itself consistently and pass the test of the tenet
with high precision. R. Machleidt, Few-Body Systems 64, 77 (2023)

3 In literature, ab initio has been popularly used to label theoretical analyses of nuclei
based on “realistic” nucleon-nucleon, and three-nucleon potentials, with solutions to
the nuclear many-body problem obtained either quasi-exactly or with controlled
approximations.
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Towards ab initio modeling nuclear structure and 0νββ decay

The basic idea of current efforts:
Construct an EFT at the
nuclear energy scale in terms
of N, π, (e, ν) dofs.
Match the EFT to more
fundamental theories at
higher-energy scales with the
renormalization group (not
work for nuclear force)
Identify the relevant (chiral)
symmetries, and write down
all possible contributions
according to a power
counting rule, (mπ,Q)/Λχ.
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Nuclear forces from the chiral EFT
Non-relativistic chiral 2N+3N interactions (Weinberg power counting and others)

Relativistic chiral 2N interaction (up to N2LO, different PC from the NR case)
J.-X. Lu et al., PRL128, 142002 (2022)
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Preprocessing the nuclear potential with SRG

Apply unitary transformations to
decouple high and low-momentum
states

Hs = UsHU†s ≡ Trel + Vs

from which one finds the flow

equation

dHs
ds = [ηs ,Hs ], ηs = [Trel,Hs ] The flow parameter s is usually replaced with

λ = s−1/4 in units of fm−1 (a measure of the
spread of off-diagonal strength).Evolution of the potential

dVs(k, k ′)
ds = −(k2 − k ′2)Vs(k, k ′) + 2

π

∫ ∞
0

q2dq(k2 + k ′2 − 2q2)Vs(k, q)Vs(q, k ′)
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Preprocessing the nuclear potential with SRG

Local projection of AV18 and N3LO(500 MeV) potentials V (r).

The hard core ”disappears” in the SRG softened interactions
S. K. Bogner et al. PPNP (2010); Wendt et al. PRC (2012)
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Preprocessing the Hamiltonian with IMSRG

Apply unitary transformations to H in the
configuration space

Ĥ(s) = Û(s)Ĥ0Û†(s)

Flow equation

dĤ(s)
ds = [η̂(s), Ĥ(s)]

Generator η(s): chosen either to decouple
a given reference state from its excitations
or to decouple the valence space from the
excluded spaces.
Not necessary to construct the whole H
matrix in the config. space.

H. Hergert et al., Phys. Rep. 621, 165 (2016); S. R. Stroberg et

al., Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 69, 307 (2019)
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Extension of IMSRG to heavy nuclei

Prescription
Pick a small model space (defined by
emax) for the reference state
Evolve the IMSRG flow in a large
model space (defined by eMax)
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Emergence of pseudospin symmetry and magic numbers

The large spin-orbit splittings and the approximate PSS emerge naturally in the ESPE
spectra when the nuclear interaction evolves to a low-momentum scale.
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Advances in the ab initio studies of atomic nuclei
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Extension of the IMSRG for deformed nuclei

many-particle many-hole excitations

IMSRG(3)
Computational scaling O(N9)
memory storage N6

computational chalenge!

IMSRG(A)
From a simple HF reference state |Φ〉
to exact ground state |Ψ〉

|Ψ〉 = eΩ̂|Φ〉,

where many-body correlations are

built into the correlation operator Ω̂,

Ω̂ = Ω̂(1b) +Ω̂(2b) +Ω̂(3b) + · · ·+Ω̂(Ab)

determined from the IMSRG.
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Extension of the IMSRG for deformed nuclei

Multi-reference: Build collective correlations into the reference state (no core methods)
From a correlated reference state |Φ〉 to exact ground state |Ψ〉

|Ψ〉 = eΩ̂|ΦCor〉, Ω̂ = Ω̂(1b) + Ω̂(2b) + · · ·

and the correlated reference state |ΦCor〉 can be chosen as a state with

many-particle many-hole excitations relevant for nuclear collective excitations.
IM-NCSM: reference state from NCSM calculation with a small Nmax
E. Gebrerufael et al., PRL118, 152503 (2017)

IM-GCM: reference state from PHFB/GCM calculation
JMY et al., PRL124, 232501 (2020)

Cons: produce an effective interaction targeted for individual nucleus.
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The in-medium generator coordinate method (IM-GCM)
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Application of IM-GCM to 48Ca and 48Ti

JMY et al., PRL124, 232501 (2020)
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Application of IM-GCM to 76Ge and 76Se

Chiral NN+3N interaction: EM1.8/2.0 K. Hebeler et al., PRC83, 031301(R) (2011)

Reference state is chosen as an ensemble of 48Ca and 48Ti

JMY et al., PRL124, 232501 (2020)
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Application of IM-GCM to odd-mass nuclei

Weak EM transitions from 7/2−1 to ground state.
7/2−1 is likely a shape isomer state.
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Application of IM-GCM to 33Mg with shape coexistence

Magnetic dipole moment and spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the ground
state are reasonably reproduced, and the spin parity is 3/2−, which is a 2p-2h
excitation compared to the 7/2−1 state.
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A special decay mode: 0νββ decay

The two modes of β−β− decay:

(A,Z )→ (A,Z + 2) + 2e− + (2ν̄e)

Kinetic energy spectrum of electrons
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Status of measurements on 0νββ decay
Isotope G0ν M0ν T 0ν

1/2 〈mββ〉 Experiments
[10−14 yr−1] [min, max] [yr] [meV] References

48Ca 2.48 [0.85, 2.94] > 5.8 · 1022 [2841, 9828] CANDLES: PRC78, 058501 (2008)
76Ge 0.24 [2.38, 6.64] > 1.8 · 1026 [73, 204] GERDA: PRL125, 252502(2020)
82Se 1.01 [2.72, 5.30] > 4.6 · 1024 [277, 540] CUPID-0: PRL129, 111801 (2023)
96Zr 2.06 [2.86, 6.47] > 9.2 · 1021 [3557, 8047] NPA847, 168 (2010)

100Mo 1.59 [3.84, 6.59] > 1.5 · 1024 [310, 540] CUPID-Mo: PRL126, 181802(2021)
116Cd 0.48 [3.29, 5.52] > 2.2 · 1023 [1766, 2963] PRD 98, 092007 (2018)
130Te 1.42 [1.37, 6.41] > 2.2 · 1025 [88, 413] CUORE: Nature 604, 53(2022)
136Xe 1.46 [1.11, 4.77] > 2.3 · 1026 [36, 156] KamLAND-Zen: PRL130, 051801(2023)
150Nd 6.30 [1.71, 5.60] > 2.0 · 1022 [1593, 5219] NEMO-3: PRD 94, 072003 (2016)

Note: gA = 1.27, G0ν is taken from J. Kotila and F. Iachello, Phys. Rev. C 85, 034316 (2012)

KamLAND-Zen: PRL130, 051801(2023)

〈mββ〉 = m1c2
12c2

13 + m2c2
13s2

12e iα21 + m3s2
13e i(α31−2δ)

The best lifetime sensitivity by KamLAND-Zen reaches the
parameter space of IO case: 〈mββ〉 ∈ [18, 50] meV.
An uncertainty of a factor of about 3 or even more
(originated from the M0ν) in the 〈mββ〉.
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Next-generation of experiments

Lifetime sensitivity of the ton-scale experiments: > 1028yr.
Whether or not the ton-scale experiments are able to cover the entire parameter
space for the IO case depends strongly on the employed NME.
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Comparison of nuclear models
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JMY, J. Meng, Y.F. Niu, P. Ring, PPNP 126, 103965 (2022)

ISM predicts small NMEs, while IBM and EDF predict large NMEs. Discrepancy
is about a factor of THREE or even larger.
Statistical (fluctuation in input parameters) and systematical (model
approximations) uncertainties are to be quantified.
Efforts in resolving the discrepancy: very challenging!
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Emulating GCM with the EC: the Lipkin model
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Sensitivity analysis with EC+MR-CDFT

9 parameters (αS , βS , γS , δS , αV , γV , δV , αTV , δTV ) in the relativistic EDF.
32 training Hamiltonians H(ci ) and 32 test Hamiltonians H(ct)
Global sensitivity-analysis of 1, 310, 720 emulations of MR-CDFT calculations
(sampling EDFs around PC-PK1, corresponding f (θ) = 1).
Posterior distributions of input parameters by Bayesian analysis based on the
Ex (2+

1 ).
X. Zhang, C.R. Ding, JMY, in preparation (2024)
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Correlation relation analysis
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Statistical uncertainty in MR-CDFT

The probability distribution function (pdf) is
largely overlapping with the posterior distribution
derived using the Bayesian method based on the
correlation relation (r = 0.93) between the M0ν

and Ex (2+
1 ) of 150Nd.

The obtained M0ν = 5.27± 0.33, slightly smaller
than the previous value 5.60 [1].
[1] JMY, Song, Hagino, Ring, Meng, PRC91, 024316 (2015).
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0νββ decay operators from chiral EFT

At E ∼100 MeV: operators are expressed in terms of nucleons, pions, and leptons,
arranged in the order (Q,mπ/Λχ)ν ,

ν = 2A + 2L− 2 +
∑

i
(nf

2 + d − 2 + ne)i
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The 0νββ decay in the standard mechanism
Ab initio methods for the lightest candidate 48Ca

Multi-reference in-medium generator
coordinate method (IM-GCM)
JMY et al., PRL124, 232501 (2020)

IMSRG+ISM (VS-IMSRG)
A. Belley et al., PRL126, 042502 (2021)

Coupled-cluster with singlets, doublets, and
partial triplets (CCSDT1) .
S. Novario et al., PRL126, 182502 (2021)
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The missing piece in the LO transition operators
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The contact transition operator for 0νββ decay
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The contact transition operator for 0νββ decay

A recent study in the relativistic chiral EFT
shows that

the nn→ ppe−e− transition amplitude Aν
is regulator-independent, thus no need to
introduce the contact transition operator.
The predicted Aν = 0.02085MeV−2, about
10% larger than the value by Cirigliano
(2021).
The discrepancy could be attributed to the
different power counting: the LO of
relativistic chiral EFT contains partial N2LO
contribution of non-relativstic EFT.
Y.L. Yang and P. W. Zhao, arXiv:2308.03356v1 (2023)
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The contact transition operator for 0νββ decay

Within the non-relativistic chiral EFT,
The LEC gNN

ν consistent with the employed
chiral interaction (EM1.8/2.0) is determined
based on the synthetic data.
The contact term turns out to enhance
(instead of qunech) the NME for 48Ca by
43(7)%, thus the half-life T 0νββ

1/2 is only half
of the previously expected value.
The uncertainty (7%) is due to the synthetic
data which can be reduced by using an
accurate value of the LEC (gNN

ν ). 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
M0ν

EM(1.8/2.0)

6He →6Be

EMN(2.0)
LNL(2.0)
ΔN2LOGO(2.0)
ΔN2LOGO(∞)

EM(1.8/2.0)
EMN(2.0)
LNL(2.0)
ΔN2LOGO(2.0)
ΔN2LOGO(∞)

8He →8Be

EM(1.8/2.0)(eMax =6)
EM(1.8/2.0)(eMax =8)
EM(1.8/2.0)(eMax =10)
EM(1.8/2.0)(ext a.)

48Ca →48Ti
IT-NCSM
IM-GCM

L
LΔS

R. Wirth, JMY, H. Hergert, PRL127, 242502 (2021)
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VS-IMSRG method for 0νββ decay of heavier candidates
With both the long- and short-range transition
operators, the VS-IMSRG method is applied to
study the NMEs of heavier candidates:

For 130Te, M0ν
L+S ∈ [1.52, 2.40]

For 136Xe, M0ν
L+S ∈ [1.08, 1.90]

The uncertainty is composed of different sources:
nuclear interaction, reference-state, basis
extrapolation, closure approximation, and the
LEC for the short-range transition operators.
The values are generally smaller than those from
phenomenological nuclear models.

A more comprehensive quantification analysis
different nuclear many-body solvers, convergence
of NMEs with chiral expansion orders, etc.

A. Belley et al, arXiv:2307.15156 (2023)
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Convergence w.r.t. the chiral expansion order for nuclear forces

The Aν(2n→ 2p + 2e−) converges quickly w.r.t. the chiral expansion order of
nuclear interactions. Negligible contribution beyond NLO, particular true for low
momentum cases. R. Wirth, JMY, H. Hergert, PRL127, 242502 (2021)

Convergence is slightly slower in candidate nucleus 48Ca.
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Uncertainty quantification for the NME of 76Ge

A. Belley, JMY et al, PRL, in press (2024)
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Uncertainty quantification for the NME of 76Ge

A. Belley, JMY et al, PRL, in press (2024)
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Quantification of statistic uncertainty in the NME of 76Ge

Emulator, 8188 samples of chiral interactions, phase shift, M0ν = 3.44+1.33
−1.56.

Including the g.s. energies of A = 2, 3, 4, 16 and phase shift: M0ν = 2.60+1.28
−1.36,

which gives the effective neutrino mass 〈mββ〉 = 187+205
−62 meV.

The next-generation ton-scale Germanium experiment (∼ 1.3× 1028 yr):
〈mββ〉 = 22+24

−7 meV, covering almost the entire range of IO hierarchy.
A. Belley, JMY et al, PRL, in press (2024)
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Summary and perspective

Remarkable advances have been achieved in ab initio studies of nuclear structure
and decays. However, the low-lying states of medium mass deformed nuclei are
still challenging for most ab initio methods.
The IM-GCM, a combination of IMSRG and GCM, stands out as a promising
approach for the low-lying states of nuclei with complicated shapes. It has been
successfully applied to describe the low-lying states of 0νββ decay candidate
nuclei 48Ti, 76Ge, 76Se, and odd-mass nuclei 33Mg.
The NMEs for the 0νββ decay in 48Ca and 76Ge have been determined with
uncertainty quantification. Convergence w.r.t. the chiral expansion order turns
out to be rather rapid.

Next
Schiff moments of odd-mass nuclei with octupole correlations, 225Ra.
The NMEs of heavier candidates 82Se, 100Mo, 130Te, 136Xe, with reduced
uncertainty.
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Test of the EC+MR-CDFT calculations
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Quantification of statistic uncertainty in the NME of 76Ge

The long-range part of the NME is sensitive to the LEC C1S0 .
The phase shift of the 1S0 channel is linearly correlated to the NME.
The neutron-proton phase-shift δ1S0

np at 50 MeV is used to weight the samples.
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Research plans on the measurements of 0νββ decays in China

Isotope G0ν M0ν (χEFT) T 0ν
1/2 〈mββ〉 Worldwide Exps Inside China

[10−14 yr−1] [min, max] [yr] [meV] current best limits
76Ge 0.24 2.60+1.27

−1.36 > 1.8 · 1026 187+205
−62 GERDA: PRL125, 252502(2020) CDEX

82Se 1.01 > 4.6 · 1024 . CUPID-0: PRL129, 111801 (2023) NvDEx
100Mo 1.59 > 1.5 · 1024 CUPID-Mo: PRL126, 181802(2021) CPUID-China
130Te 1.42 [1.52, 2.40] > 2.2 · 1025 [236, 373] CUORE: Nature 604, 53(2022) JUNO
136Xe 1.46 [1.08, 1.90] > 2.3 · 1026 [91, 160] KamLAND-Zen: PRL130, 051801(2023) PANDAX

Extension of the above uncertainty quantification to heavier candidates: 82Se, 100Mo
and 130Te, 136Xe.
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SRG scale-dependence of the nn→ ppe−e− transition amplitude

Figure: Momentum dependence of the short- and LO long-range parts, as well as the total
amplitude for the EM potential at different SRG scales λ. Shown are the scaled short-range
part −2gNN

ν AS (dotted lines), the long-range part AL (dashed lines), and the total amplitude
AL − 2gNN

ν AS (solid lines).

R. Wirth, JMY, H. Hergert, PRL127, 242502 (2021)
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Two-alpha cluster structure in 8Be

The SRG softened 2N chiral interaction from Entem & Machleidt with 3NF.
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Two-alpha cluster structure in 8Be

Starting from the spherical or two-α
cluster state, the IMSRG(2) is
converged to different solution.

Starting from the deformed states in
different model space, the IMSRG(2)
is converged to the same solution.
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Two-alpha cluster structure in 8Be

E2 transition (reference state β2 = 0.8)
B(E2 : 2+

1 → 0+
1 ) = 5.77e2fm4, Rm = 2.27 fm (bare operator)

B(E2 : 2+
1 → 0+

1 ) = 8.76e2fm4 , Rm = 2.54 fm (evolved operator)
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Benchmark studies of 0νββ decay in light nuclei

IT-NCSM and NCSM are
quasi-exact methods, but
limited to light nuclei.
VS-IMSRG, IM-GCM, and
CCSDT1 with some kinds of
truncations can be applied to
heavier candidate nuclei.
Using different ab initio
methods but the same input
to estimate the truncation
errors of the many-body
methods.

JMY et al., PRC103, 014315 (2021)
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Pairing fluctuation effect in MR-CDFT

Ding, Zhang, JMY, Ring, Meng, PRC108, 054304 (2023)
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Non-standard mechanism and constraints on LNV operators

Standard momentum-dependent long-range short-range

C.R. Ding, G. Li, JMY, arXiv:2403.17722v1 (2024)
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Non-standard mechanism and constraints on LNV operators

C.R. Ding, G. Li, JMY, arXiv:2403.17722v1 (2024)
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The magic interaction
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0νββ decay operators from EFT
EFT: a model-independent analysis of operators at different energy scales
Cirigliano et al., JHEP (2018)
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